Superconducting quantum circuit is a promising system for building quantum computer. With this system we demonstrate the universal quantum computations, including the preparing of initial states, the single-qubit operations, the two-qubit universal gate operations between arbitrary qubits, the multiple pairs of two-qubit gate operations in parallel, the coupling operations on a group of qubits in parallel, the coupling operations on multiple groups of qubits in parallel, the coupling operations on multiple pairs and multiple groups of qubits in parallel.
N superconducting charge qubits (SQUIDs, Transmons [29] , or Xmons [30] ) interconnected directly with capacitors (here, we take advantage of the fact that two capacitors i C and j C connected in series is equivalent to one capacitor C when their capacitances meet the condition 
so that the qubit is an Xmon. The coupling between arbitrary two qubits can be turned on or off by changing the fluxes so that
) are the effective Cooper-pair charging energy of qubit i and the coupling energy between qubits i and j , respectively. e is the charge on the electron. 
where
and the Pauli matrices
, in the rotating-wave approximation (RWA) the interaction term 
In the following, based on the theories mentioned above we demonstrate various operations needed for performing universal quantum computations. Firstly, the system has to be prepared in an initial state. For this we keep the gate voltages of all the qubits in the system at degeneracy point, i.e., 2 1 / n gi  , and tune the fluxes ei Φ at low temperature to get
. After sufficient time, the residual interaction relaxes all the qubits in the system to the ground states, i.e., the system will be prepared in the initial state
Then the single-qubit gate operations have to be performed. Using pulses on the microwave (XY) line in Fig. 1 , rotations around the X and Y axes in the Bloch sphere representation can be performed [25, 31] . To operate single qubit i we set the gate voltages of all the qubits at degeneracy point
, and the gate voltages of all the qubits in the system are at degeneracy point. In the RWA, the Hamiltonian of the system reduces to 
, and the gate voltages of all the qubits in the system are at degeneracy point. In the RWA, the Hamiltonian of the system is governed by
After the evolving time 
is an experimentally accessible value [32] 
